1) DEVOLUTION
Great care should be given on how this matter is handled, as we know the ni assembly is suspended at present this should not take away the rights of ALL citizens of NI who voted for these reps. This greatly diminishes the rights of every person in NI.

2) DISTINCTIVE LAW AND CULTURE
When a law is in place of course it makes a difference it opens doors an shuts them, its important! I do know quite a few families who have family members various disabilities and yes I’m not taking away from the fact that this is a really big challenge, heartbreaking and alo life chsnging , also may I add is also a blessing.

3) HUMAN RIGHTS & EQUALITY
The rights of both Mother and unborn child,matter. This is not a matter of yes let’s pass this bill and all will be taken care of, this can n maybe the start of a whole journey of anxiety, pain for the woman. As a result of a unborn childs right for life coming to an end, Let’s not think passing such a bill in NI is in any way shape or form caring for the well being or rights of mother or unborn. When your life is taken from you so are your rights. There are other avenues to put in place to help woman n child to value their lives. Tiny numbers mater too!!!

4) PERSONAL STORIES
Difficult to share
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